The Keystone 
INTRODUCTION
The controversy surrounding TransCanada's Keystone XL Pipeline project has become sustained front-page news in the U.S. A political saga of epic proportions: After a midterm shake up in Congress in late 2014, proponents of the project were determined to approve its construction.' While a bill achieving this proposal was narrowly defeated in the Senate in November 2014, Congressional supporters of the multi-billion dollar project vowed to redouble their efforts in the next session. 2 In February 2015, Congress managed to pass a bill obviating the need for presidential approval in the Keystone context, which was promptly vetoed by President Obama.
3 While Congress was unable garner enough support to override the veto, attempts at passing a similar bill in hopes of garnering the numbers necessary to overcome the presidential veto once again continued to cause concern for many affected stakeholders-chief among them, Native American groups. Ultimately, in November 2015, the U.S. government denied TransCanada's application, theoretically putting an end to the Keystone XL controversy. 4 However, controversy surrounding the Keystone XL Pipeline still persists in regards to the process undertaken by the government to consult affected indigenous groups. While the ultimate harm did not come to fruition, ancillary harm in connection to the indigenous right to free, prior and informed consent did.
The Keystone XL Pipeline is a proposed addition of the Keystone Pipeline system that would carry tar sands oil from Alberta, Canada across the U.S. Great Plains on its way to Nebraska. Along the trail, this "black snake" 5 would cross over both sovereign and treaty lands of the Great Sioux Nation, threatening not only the sacred sites and burial grounds unfortunate Great Sioux Nation v. the "Black Snake" enough to be in its path, but also the well-being of Mother Earth herself, and all those who depend on her. 6 In order to prevent this environmental and cultural threat from becoming a reality, Sioux tribes from throughout the affected area came together to demand observance of their sovereign rights and stop the Keystone XL project.
Affected Native American tribes demanded that the federal government respect their right to free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC) before approving the Keystone XL project. 7 According to the Universal Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), states shall obtain the FPIC of affected indigenous peoples before approving projects that may affect them. 8 The steps undertaken by the U.S. towards fulfilling this nonbinding international commitment fell drastically short of international standards. However, Native Americans' demand that their right to FPIC be respected was more than mere aspiration-it is obligation. The Inter-American Human Rights System, and in particular the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, has clearly endorsed the indigenous right to informed consent through its jurisprudence.
9 This paper will illustrate that under the provisions of the American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man, the U.S. was obligated to obtain the consent of the Sioux Nation before allowing development on their lands.
Part II introduces the Keystone XL project, describing its proposed implementation and political history. Part III discusses the Native American tribes affected by the proposed pipeline and their main concerns about the pipeline's construction on their treaty lands. Part IV overviews the existing U.S. domestic law obligations regarding tribal consultations. Part V analyzes U.S. consultation efforts with affected Native American tribes in the Keystone XL case. Part VI presents the consultation requirements under international law of both the United Nations and Inter-American Human Rights System, arguing that regardless of any U.S. obligation under the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, property rights protected under the American Declaration in the Inter-American Human Rights System obligates the U.S. to obtain Native American consent. Part VII concludes by stating that affected Native American tribes should have been countrytodaymedianetwork.com/2014/11/21/black-snake-hears-song-declaring-warkeystone-pipeline.
6. Mother Earth Accord, http://www.ienearth.org/mother-earth-accord/ (last visited Dec. 6, 2014). 
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A. The Keystone XL Pipeline Project Approval Process
The Keystone XL Pipeline is a proposed extension to the existing Keystone Pipeline system. The present system consists of over 2,500 miles of pipeline, stretching straight across the U.S., to transport crude oil from Hardisty, Alberta to markets in the Midwest and Gulf Coast. TransCanada first applied for a Presidential Permit to construct Keystone XL in September 2008.18 The originally proposed route traversed a substantial portion of the Sand Hills region of Nebraska and proposed an additional stretch of pipeline between Cushing, Oklahoma to the Texas Gulf Coast.' 9 In the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the first Keystone XL proposal, the Secretary of State determined more information was needed to fully evaluate the application; specifically, more knowledge was required regarding possible alternative routes within Nebraska that would avoid the environmentally important Sand Hills region, a large swath of wetlands that sit atop the Ogallala Aquifer. 20 According to President Obama, "because this permit decision could affect the health and safety of the American people as well as the environment, and because a number of concerns have been raised through a public process, we should take the time to ensure that all questions are properly addressed and all the potential impacts are properly understood. ' '2 ' However, after Congress forced presidential decision-making in December 2011 by passing a rider in the Temporary Payroll Tax Cut Continuation Act compelling President Obama to decide on the Permit decision within sixty days, he was forced to reject the application, citing insufficient time to obtain the additional information necessary to make an informed decision on the project's effects on the national 33 Unable to override the veto, the GOP vowed to continue its push towards approval, hoping to overcome the veto with a subsequent, yet similar, bill. 34 However, the U.S. Department of State ultimately rejected the application in November 2015.35 Throughout this process, very little attention has been paid towards Native American concerns regarding the project.
36

B. Native American Concerns Regarding Keystone XL
Native American tribes from across the U.S. stood to be affected by the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline. 37 At the time the revised pipeline route was submitted for presidential approval, the Department of State identified eighty-four Indian Tribes for consultation that could be affected by the pipeline. 38 Most outstanding in their opposition to the Keystone XL Pipeline was the Great Sioux Nation, whose treaty lands lie directly in the path of the "black snake."
The Great Sioux Nation
Numerous tribes of the Sioux Nation banded together to resist the XL Pipeline, which they contend runs through sovereign treaty land. The Sioux Nation consists of three major subdivisions: the Lakota, Dakota and Nakota, or Yankton, which are all further divided into a number of different 31 
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3 9 The present day Sioux Nation is estimated to cover more than 2,700 square miles in South Dakota and neighboring states; it constitutes one of the largest groups of Native Americans in the U.S.40 Nine Sioux tribes live in South Dakota: Cheyenne River Sioux, Crow Creek Sioux, Flandreau Santee Sioux, Lower Brule Sioux, Oglala Sioux, Rosebud Sioux, Sisseton Wahpeton Oyate, Standing Rock Sioux; and Yankton Sioux.
1
As the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline cuts across South Dakota, it purportedly threads its way between existing Sioux reservations. 42 However, while TransCanada claims its proposed pipeline avoids tribal reservations, both the Rosebud Sioux and Cheyenne River Sioux allege the pipeline cuts within the current exterior boundaries of their reservations. 43 In addition, the proposed pipeline runs directly through a Rosebud Sioux spirit camp" and the unceded treaty lands of the Great Sioux Nation, as recognized by the Treaty of Fort Laramie of 1868. Great Sioux Nation v. the "Black Snake" set the area aside for the exclusive use by the Sioux people. 47 According to Article II, "no persons except those designated herein . . . shall ever be permitted to pass over, settle upon, or reside in the territory. '48 In order to cede any portion of Sioux land thus reserved, "at least three-fourths of all the adult male Indians occupying or interested" in the land had to consent to its cession. 49 These treaty rights, however, were not long respected. In 1872, Secretary of the Interior Columbus Delano, finding that "the occupation of this region of the country is not necessary to the happiness and prosperity of the Indians, and as it is supposed to be rich in minerals and lumber, it is deemed important to have it freed as early as possible from Indian occupancy. ' This policy, in direct contradiction to the terms of the Fort Laramie Treaty, led to the 1874 Custer expedition into the region, and the subsequent discovery of gold in the Black Hills. 51 The Black Hills gold boom brought thousands of white settlers into the sacred and sovereign territory of the Sioux nation.
52
This encroachment onto Sioux lands led to the Great Sioux War of 1876, which pitted the U.S. Army against the Lakota Sioux and Northern Cheyenne. 53 After the U.S. defeat in the Battle of Little Bighorn, Congress took action against the Sioux by passing the "sell or starve" rider to the Indian Appropriations Act of 1876, which effectively withheld subsistence appropriations until the Sioux relinquished "all right and claim to any country outside the boundaries of the permanent reservation. ' 54 In 1877, Congress ratified the "Agreement of 1877" 55 which illegally annexed the Black Hills, as the agreement was signed by only ten percent of the adult male Sioux population, far from the requisite three-fourths necessary. 
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BUFFALO HUMAN RIGHTS LAW REVIEW For over a century, the Sioux Nation has claimed that the U.S. unlawfully abrogated the Fort Laramie Treaty of 1868. 57 Members of the Sioux nation were instrumental in the passage of a special jurisdiction act in 1920, which provided them a forum for adjudicating this claim; however, in 1942, their claim was dismissed. 58 In 1946, with the passage of the Indian Claims Commission Act, Sioux Nation members resubmitted the Black Hills claim to the Indian Claims Commission, which it adjudicated over the course of decades, finally holding that the Sioux were entitled to approximately $17 million USD in compensation, not including over a century's worth of interest, for the 1877 taking of their land.
5 9 In 1980, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the Commission's findings. 60 Shortly after the Supreme Court decision, the Sioux Tribal Council, as a unanimous action, refused to accept the money, arguing that the court decision be "vacated on the grounds that the Tribe was not represented in those proceedings." '6 ' The Sioux Nation has never accepted the monetary compensation for the taking of the Black Hills, instead demanding their return to the Tribe. 62 The Sioux considers the Black Hills and the rest of the treaty land not ceded in the Fort Laramie Treaty of 1868 to be their sovereign land.
Main Concerns
On September 16, 2011, the Black Hills Sioux Treaty Council and the nine member reservations (Cheyenne River, Crow Creek, Fort Peck, Lower Brule, Pine Ridge, Rosebud, Standing Rock, and Santee) along with dozens of native and non-native groups signed the Mother Earth Accord. 63 In it, Sioux nations expressed their concern that the Keystone XL Pipeline would "impact sacred site and ancestral burial grounds, and treaty rights throughout traditional territories, without adequate consultation on these impacts" 
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BUFFALO HUMAN RIGHTS LAW REVIEW According to Rosebud Sioux Tribal President Cyril Scott, "the Lakota people have always been stewards of this land" and have a duty to protect it, both spiritually and environmentally. 72 The Mother Earth Accord insists that the U.S. afford the Sioux people "full consultation under the principle of "free, prior and informed consent," as established by the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. 73 The Great Sioux Nation continues to rally around the idea that the U.S. government must receive their free, prior and informed consent before the Keystone XL Pipeline is approved. 74 In May 2013, the Nation passed a resolution declaring, "the Great Sioux Nation did not give free, prior, informed consent to this KXL pipeline passing through [their] Treaty Territory. '75 When the House passed the Keystone XL bill in late November 2014, President Scott declared the vote an "act of war." 76 According to the Native leader, "the Rosebud Sioux Tribe will not allow this pipeline through our lands .... We will close our reservation borders to Keystone XL." 77 Sioux tribes never ceased in their demand for the U.S. government to respect their right to consent or reject the construction of the Keystone XL Pipeline on their territory.
C. Domestic Obligations To Consult Native American Tribes
The U.S. views Native American tribes as "domestic dependent nations under its protection." 78 As such, Native America tribes "exercise inherent sovereign powers over their members and territory. '79 Officially, the U.S. "recognizes the right of Indian tribes to self-government and supports tribal sovereignty and self-determination." 80 In a 1994 executive memorandum, President Clinton first outlined governmental responsibilities of consultation with tribal governments, establishing the duty of the Federal 72. Berwyn, supra note 43. 73. Mother Earth Accord, supra note 6. 74. The Great Sioux Nation issued a declaration which resolved the "Council Fires of the Great Sioux Nation did not give free, prior, informed consent to this KXL [Vol. 22
Great Sioux Nation v. the "Black Snake"
Government to operate within "a government-to-government relationship with federally recognized Native American tribes." 8 ' The memorandum ordered that all executive departments and agencies "consult, to the greatest extent practicable and to the extent permitted by law, with tribal governments prior to taking actions that affect [ tribal governments." 8 2
Executive Order 13175
Executive Order 13175 (EO 13175), Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments, issued by President Clinton in 2000 continued to delineate standards that federal agencies must adhere to when formulating and implementing policies that have tribal implications. 8 3 Under EO 13175, agencies "shall respect Indian tribal self-government and sovereignty" and honor tribal treaty rights to the extent permitted by law.
8 4 As part of ensuring this respect, each agency "shall have an accountable process to ensure meaningful and timely input by tribal officials in the development of regulatory policies that have tribal implications." 85 The two consultation provisions of EO 13175 that are relevant to our discussion are: §5 (c) To the extent practicable and permitted by law, no agency shall promulgate any regulation that has tribal implications and that preempts tribal law unless the agency, prior to the formal promulgation of the regulation, (1) consulted with tribal officials early on in the process of developing the proposed regulation; (2) in a separately identified portion of the preamble to the regulation ... provides to the Director of OMB a tribal summary impact statement, which consists of a description of the extent of the agency's prior consultation with tribal officials, a summary of the nature of their concerns and the agency's position supporting the need to issue the regulation, and a statement of the extent to which the concerns of tribal officials have been met; and (3) makes available to the Director of OMB any written communications submitted to the agency by tribal officials. §5 (d) On issues relating to tribal self-government, tribal trust resources, or Indian tribal treaty and other rights, each agency should 81. Memorandum on Government-to-Government Relations with Native Ameri- Pursuant to these requirements, tribal consultation regulations were imposed on existing statutory frameworks, including both NEPA and the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA).
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
While the statutory language of NEPA itself does not require agencies to consult with affected Native American tribes, subsequent Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations require tribal consultation. 87 CEQ Regulation section 1501.2 requires that federal agencies consult early with affected Indian tribes regarding planned actions by private applicants when federal actions in the project is reasonably foreseeable. 8 8 CEQ Regulation section 1501.7 requires that, as part of the scoping process in preparing an EIS, the lead agency invite the participation of affected Indian tribes. 89 
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)
Regulations pursuant to NHPA also provide for consultation with affected Native American tribes. NHPA was enacted in 1966 in order to protect and preserve historic properties representing the "irreplaceable heritage" of the U.S.90 Section 106 of NHPA requires that prior to the issuance of any funding or licensing that may affect protected sites, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHR) be given reasonable opportunity to comment with regard to the proposed project. 9 ' This process seeks to ensure consultation among agency officials and other parties with an interest in the effects of the proposed project on historic properties.
92
Along these lines, federal agencies must consult with any Indian tribe that "attaches religious and cultural significance to historic properties that may be affected by an undertaking.-93 Native American tribes may be represented by a Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO), which has been elected under the NHPA to represent the interests of the tribe and its mer- [Vol. 22
Great Sioux Nation v. the "Black Snake" bers, or by a designated representative of the tribe, if no THPO has been appointed .
94
The agency shall ensure that the consultation process provides the affected tribe "reasonable opportunity to identify its concerns about historic properties, advise on the identification and evaluation of historic properties ... articulate its views on the undertaking's effects on such properties, and participate in the resolution of adverse effects." 95 In conducting consultations, federal agencies "must recognize the government-to-government relationship" that exists between Native America tribes and the federal government. 96 In recognizing an Indian tribe's sovereign authority on tribal lands, the regulations not only provide a tribe the opportunity to review a proposed project, but to "concur in or object to" agency findings and determinations. 97 If adverse effects are found likely, affected tribes may consult in the development of alternatives or modifications to the project. 98 If an agreement is reached in regards to mitigation plans, a memorandum of agreement (MOA) is signed. 99 Affected tribes who do not accept the mitigation plans may terminate consultation; however, refusal by some, but not all, of the affected Indian tribes does not invalidate a MOA.'°° If no agreement is reached, the implementing agency is bound solely by the ACHR's final comments.' 0 '
In addition to the regular section 106 procedures, agencies may opt to undertake alternative procedures in certain contexts. 0 2 The ACHR and implementing agencies may instead negotiate a programmatic agreement to govern the implementation or resolution of adverse effects from certain complex projects. 0 3 Programmatic agreements are acceptable alternatives for projects when, inter alia, effects on historic properties are similar and repetitive or are multi-state in scope; effects on historic properties cannot be fully determined; and nonfederal parties are delegated major decision-making responsibilities.'°4 In developing a programmatic agreement that has ef- 
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BUFFALO HUMAN RIGHTS LAW REVIEW fect on historic properties of importance to Indian tribes, agencies must consult with THPOs or tribal representatives as appropriate.°5 Most importantly, a programmatic agreement shall take effect on tribal lands "only when the THPO, Indian tribe or a designated representative of the tribe is a signatory to the agreement."' 0 6 If, when developing programmatic agreements for complex or multiple undertakings, an agreement cannot be reached, the agency shall comply with the regular section 106 procedures for each individual undertaking not agreed upon. 1 0 7 The results of any consultations will be submitted to the Council, which takes these views into account in reaching a final decision on the proposed program alternative. 08 Again, failure to reach consensus through the normal section 106 process does not deny an agency the right to act; the implementing agency is bound only by the ACHR's comments. 1 0 9
As this overview demonstrates, various tribal consultation requirements exist within U.S. domestic law. While the egalitarian rhetoric of the U.S. government's commitment to tribal sovereignty, self-determination and self-government is regularly included as a preface to such consultation rights, the significance of these words are not reflected in the existing regulatory framework. The NEPA requirement only mandates agencies to invite affected tribal communities to comment and the ability under the NHPA for the Advisory Council to override tribal objections undermines attempts at meaningful consultations. These mere consultation requirements only create the shallow guise of respect for tribal sovereignty and the rights accompanying it. Without the ability to give pause to agency decision-making, when tribal authorities do not concur with proposed projects affecting their rights, these oft-touted autonomous rights are illusory. This truth is illustrated in a review of the U.S. government's tribal consultation process undertaken in the Keystone XL case.
D. Federal Consultations in the Keystone Case: The Government's Failings
An overview of the Department of States consultation process regarding the Keystone XL project demonstrates the current regulatory scheme's failings in ensuring, at the least, meaningful consultation. As a project that constituted a major federal action that could have a significant environmental impact, and that was likely to affect historic property, [Vol. 22
State was bound to consult affected Native American tribes under both NEPA and NHPA." 0 According to the EIS, the State Department fulfilled its NEPA obligations through its NHPA section 106 consultations.' Recall that NHPA consultations are focused specifically on the protection of historic property. Because the Keystone XL project is multi-state in scope, the State Department chose to apply the section 106 exception and develop a Programmatic Agreement (PA)."1 2 Both the original and amended PA for the Keystone XL project describes the States Department's tribal consultation process.''3 1. State Department Consultations' 4 During the development of the original PA drafted in connection to TransCanada's first application for Presidential Permit, forty-five out of ninety-five affected Native American tribes who were contacted responded to requests for consultations.' 5 Of these forty-five, nineteen participated in Traditional Cultural Property Studies.' 1 6 The Department of State also held fifteen group consultation meetings and webinars with Indian tribes, including six "government-to-government" meetings along the proposed Project route." 7 The bulk of the government's consultation action occurred during this first period. According to the State Department, it conducted "considerable discussion with Indian tribes and THPOs on cultural resources" including discussions regarding "cultural resource surveys, TCPs and TCP surveys, effects to cultural resources, and mitigation." ' 
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BUFFALO HUMAN RIGHTS LAW REVIEW tential impacts on the environment, cultural resources, and the tribes themselves." 19 TransCanada's reapplication for a Presidential Permit in 2012 introduced 875 new miles of pipeline, which was taken into consideration in the drafting of an amended PA. 120 The State Department invited eighty-four tribes to consult on the amended PA, of which thirty-five participated.'
12
The State Department held government-to-government consultation meetings in October 2012 to discuss the Native American role in the consultation process. 22 An additional government-to-government meeting was held in May 2013 to "update Indian tribes concerning the Draft Supplemental EIS and the proposed Project, status of the Section 106 consultation process, [and] discussion on amending the PA. .... ,"123 This meeting was followed up with a government-to-government conference call in July 2013, to discuss amending the PA. 124 The majority of the consultation process took place through letters, emails and phone calls; and only two in-person meetings were held during the second consultation process.
25
In regards to tribal concerns of the projects non-cultural impacts, such as environmental impacts, and the tribal consultation processes, the State Department "gathered these issues and concerns and [ ] evaluated opportunities to address them as part of the tribal consultation and cultural resources process.''126 The State Department asked all participating tribes to sign the Programmatic Agreement, as an indication that the Department had fulfilled its consultation duties. The State Department's tribal consultation process took place only within the boundaries of a NHPA section 106 consultation, with a focus on identifying and mitigating harms to possibly affected historical property. The tribes of the Sioux Nation were never directly consulted regarding other possible concerns, including the fact that the proposed Keystone XL (Feb. 27, 2013) , http://lakotavoice.com/2014/02/27/rst-opposes-the-keystone-xlpipeline/.
[Vol. 22
Pipeline would run directly through their treaty lands. The consultation process was not presented as one in which affected Native Americans could weigh in on the project's approval or implementation, but one where the project route was presented as more or less fixed, and consultation discussions focused solely on mitigating its probable negative effects to historical objects.
Many consulted Native American tribes were disenchanted with the consultation process and viewed the PA consultations as "too large, too short and often inaccessible for too many." 2 8 According to Indian law attorney Jennifer Baker, there was "no way" for affected tribes to fully express their concerns in the short time allotted for consultations. 29 During the May 2013 in-person consultation, eleven tribes, including all seven Sioux tribes in the pipeline's path, walked out of the meeting in protest, declaring they "would not participate in what was designed to appear to be a negotiation with Red Nations."' 30 These "government-to-government" talks were seen as a "sham," as only low level leadership was present; the sovereign nations invited to consult did not recognize the meeting as a "valid consultation on a 'nation to nation"' level.' 31 The protesting tribes have since invited government officials to partake in true "government-togovernment dialogue" with high-level members of the executive, including the President, Vice-President, and Secretary of State, to no avail.
32
In response to tribal concerns that their voice was not being heard, the State Department invited tribal members to "provide input" during the public comment period, the period where any interested individual can submit comments to implementing agencies for their review. 33 This invitation un- 133. Peeples, supra note 67.
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BUFFALO HUMAN RIGHTS LAW REVIEW which proposed projects will be implemented should take precedent over general public comment. In addition, multiple tribes of the Sioux Nation have spoken out against the Department of State's generous restatement of their tribal consultation efforts. According to Faith Spotted Eagle, tribal elder of the Yankton Sioux (who participated in the State Department consultation process), "consultation is not concluded. In fact, it is has [sic] not even started with General Council .... They say that an e-mail to a tribe counts as consultation, or a phone call [does] , but that isn't meaningful consultation. They need to talk to tribal councils as a whole."' 34 In both the original and amended PA, the State Department not only lists e-mails, phone calls, and notices as instances of adequate tribal consultation, but also meetings with THPOs, which are regulatory in nature, and not representative of tribal nations/tribal counsels as a whole. 35 Additionally, there has been controversy surrounding the PA's cultural preservation survey statistics. 36 In one instance, the Department of State wrongly specified that the Yankton Sioux had performed these evaluations, when it fact, they had not.1 37 Tribes who took part in State Department consultations, such as the Rosebud Sioux, have gone as far as passing tribal council resolutions stating that the tribe "objects to and refuses to sign" the PA; seeing the PA as an insincere attempt on behalf of the U.S. government to comply with its tribal consultation requirements. 
E. Consultation Requirements Under International Law
The concept that indigenous peoples maintain unique cultural rights, as distinct from generally applicable human rights, is a staple of international law. Both the United Nations and the Inter-American Human Rights System, in additional to other international bodies like the International Labor Organization, have conferred special rights and protections upon indigenous peoples and groups which speak to their right to communal and ancestral 134 property-rights which the U.S. are morally and legally obligated to uphold.
1. The U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP)
The most definitive restatement of the rights of indigenous populations is the UNDRIP.1 39 The UN General Assembly adopted UNDRIP in September 2007, after more than twenty-five years in the making. 140 After establishing the Working Group on Indigenous Populations (WGIP) in 1982, the initial draft of UNDRIP was submitted to the UN Commission on Human Rights in 1994, where a robust, albeit slow, international dialogue worked towards consensus.' 4 1 Widespread international consensus was achieved: when UNDRIP was put to a vote, the General Assembly overwhelmingly supported the initiative, with 143 countries voting in favor, I1 abstentions and only 4 voting against.
42
While not a legally binding instrument under international law, it is the most comprehensive and definitive restatement of international legal norms affecting indigenous peoples. 43 UNDRIP is based primarily on the concept of indigenous self-determination, which it defines as freedom to both determine political status, and freely pursue economic, social and cultural development." 44 In exercising their right to self-determination, indigenous peoples have the right, inter alia, "to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to their internal and local affairs."' 45 Stemming from this overarching right is the right to FPIC. UNDRIP expressly refers to the indigenous right to FPIC in a number of contexts. 46 Most pertinent to our discussion, UNDRIP establishes that that "states shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through their own rep- 
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indigenous land rights must be "based upon a process of fully informed and mutual consent on the part of the indigenous community as a whole," requiring "at a minimum," that all members "are fully and accurately informed of the nature and consequences of the process and provided with an effective opportunity to participate individually or as collectives."'1 68 The Danns, members of the Western Shoshone tribe, contended that the U.S. had illegally confiscated their ancestral lands outside Crescent Valley, Nevada. 169 They claimed, inter alia, that the U.S. had violated their right to property, as established in the American Declaration, by steadily expropriating ancestral Shoshone lands since 1863.170 In analyzing the case, the Commission took into consideration the "evolving rules and principles of human rights law in the Americas and in the international community more broadly," including "the developing norms and principles governing the human rights of indigenous peoples."'' The Commission found articles eighteen and twenty-three of the American Declaration to obligate member states "to ensure that any determination of the extent to which indigenous claimants maintain interests in the lands to which they have traditionally held title and have occupied and used is based upon a process of fully informed and mutual consent on the part of the indigenous community as a whole." 72 In other words, under the Inter-American Human Rights System, that state must ensure "mutual consent between the state and respective indigenous peoples" in regards to a change in title of indigenous lands.
173
The U.S. government was thus obligated to obtain the Dann's informed consent before utilizing their ancestral land.
In the 2004 case, Maya Indigenous Community of the Toledo District v. Belize, the Commission continued to build on the concept of informed consent in relation to property rights. 74 The Maya communities claimed that the State had violated their rights under the Declaration in respect to their traditional lands by granting logging and oil concessions within their territory without meaningful consultations with the Maya people. 7 5 The Commission, in keeping with its broad interpretive approach, as outlined in the Dann case, found the State to have violated the Maya people's Article XXIII property right by failing to hold effective consultations and receive
